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Machining Medical Devices

Machinists producing parts for medical device OEMs face demands for smaller parts,
tighter tolerances, faster turnarounds, and new materials. This report, based on
interviews with experts in the field, explores these and other topics.
AT A GLANCE

&#149; Machining trends
&#149; Mill-turn vs. Swiss-style
&#149; Nitinol and titanium vs. plastics and ceramics
&#149; Bioabsorbable materials
&#149; One-stop shops
&#149; EDM trends
&#149; Personnel issues
By Peter Cleaveland, West Coast Editor

One of the biggest trends in the medical machining field has to do with small things:
the decreasing size of medical devices. Tinier bone screws, stents, and other
devices keep machinists on their toes because with small size comes small
tolerances. Rick Denardis, vice president of rotary broaching company Slater Tools
Inc., reports that his customers in the medical field are regularly demanding
tolerances of about four tenths (0.0004 in.) where previously tolerances for medical
products tended to be similar to those for other products: “five, maybe six tenths.”
At the same time that customers want smaller products, they want them more
quickly&#151;at the least possible cost&#151;and are increasingly recognizing the
benefit of getting together with contract manufacturers early in the design process,
according to David Ehlers, director of business development at Metal Craft Machine
& Engineering Inc. “There’s great pressure ... from the larger OEMs margin-wise to
get things to market now,” he says. Getting together early in the design process
can prevent bottlenecks, forestall difficulties, and improve speed quality and
profitability all around, “actually working [out] what’s the best way to manufacture
and things like that,” he goes on. “For us, I believe that’s probably the biggest
change: the cooperation between the customer OEM and the contract
manufacturer.”
Better communication with the customer is good even in small things. Kevin Noble,
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vice president of Norman Noble Inc., cites the practice of at least some of his
customers in allowing the supplier to determine lot sizes. In addition, he says, “if
there’s a larger order, they’ll tell us. If they think there will be an impending design
change, they’ll say don’t put any more than three months inventory on the shelf,
and they’ll commit to buying three months of inventory.”
Multitasking Machines

There is one approach that can help in both decreasing cycle times and tightening
up tolerances: the multipurpose machine tool, either a mill-turn or a Swiss-style.
Both allow multiple operations on a part without unchucking, which saves time and
helps avoid tolerance stack-up. Such a machine “cuts down on your queue time in
different departments, so you’re trying to do as much as you can to make a
completed part as it comes out of the one machine,” points out Ehlers. “A lot of
times the tolerances that [the OEMs] call for will call for a machine like that,” adds
Noble. What they want, he goes on, is to keep the handling of the part down. “They
want to run it through that machine; it saves them money at the end.”
Swiss-type machines have been increasing the number of operations they can
perform. “I’ve seen them with five different types of applications,” says Denardis,
“and we went to a show where one of them I think had 28 or 30 applications. Every
year it’s developing.”
So, is a mill-turn or a Swiss the best choice? From the standpoint of versatility and
productivity, a mill-turn might seem to be the answer. “They have anywhere from
20 to 100 stations for tooling and will do anything a CNC mill and a CNC lathe will
do, together,” says Ehlers. “To get the same free machining capabilities you get
from a Swiss machine . . . you really have to spend a lot of money to get a twinturret, twin-spindle mill-turn machine,” adds Noble. While the Swiss machine can’t
handle parts as large as a mill-turn machine can, he says most medical parts aren’t
all that big and the price of a mill-turn machine can be several times that of a Swiss
type. “The parts are mostly designed,” says Noble, “in a size range that will easily
fit into a Swiss. It almost never happens that it has to go on a mill-turn.”
New Materials

Materials for medical devices are advancing steadily, and machinists have to be
ready to work with them. Several people interviewed pointed out the increase in the
popularity of nitinols&#151;“primarily in the cardiovascular field,” says Denardis
while in the orthopedic field they’re using mostly titanium with some stainless.
Sometimes nitinol is used for its biocompatibility and sometimes because of its
shape memory properties. “We had an application a couple of years ago with a
bone screw,” says Noble. “They would have you machine the bone screw in the
memory state; they would insert the bone screw into the bone, and the heat from
the body would cause the bone screw to change size, thereby fastening it better
into the body.” Yet despite the popularity of nitinol and titanium, many of the newer
applications may be in non-metallics: plastics and ceramics. “The trend ... will be
trying to get away from metallic materials like stainless and titanium,” says Noble,
“and going towards more exotic materials: ceramics and the different materials that
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are a lot more durable, that can be machined in a different fashion.” Both Noble and
Ehlers point out increases in calls for plastics such as PEEK and PEK. “The
composites are having a huge effect on how long a hip or a knee or anything like
that can stay in a person without wearing out,” says Ehlers. “That technology is
really helping the patient.”
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